
3 International problems and policies

The analysis in Chapter 2 has
emphasized that the international
economic outlook poses particularly
difficult choices for policymakers
in the 1980s. A sustained recovery
of the world economy from the
slowdown expected in the next few
years will depend largely on the
policies pursued in the three areas
of international concern discussed
in this chapterenergy, trade and
capital flows. Particular attention
is paid to policies aimed at ensuring
that current account deficits are
financedand over time reduced
with minimal loss in the growth
of developing countries. Where
projections are given, they are
consistent with the High case
described in Chapter 2, but the
specific policy issues discussed
here are not related to any particular
set of projections.

Energy

Recent increases in petroleum prices
(Figure 3.1) have ensured that the
economic impact of energy will
remain a central concern of policy-
makers everywhere. Their past
concern, however, has achieved
only limited success in producing
coordinated energy policiesin
part because of the emphasis given
to managing immediate balance-
of-payments difficulties. While
this issue is again important, all
economies will also have to adapt
to higher energy prices. The long-
term outlook is uncertain, but
prudent energy policy should
assume that real energy prices will
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rise for the foreseeable future. Tem-
porary fluctuations aside, what
happens to prices will be determined
by trends in energy conservation
and production: this section con-
siders each in turn, paying particular
attention to the position of devel-
oping countries.

Conservation

Industrialized countries. The
greatest scope for conservation lies
with the industrialized countries;
they account for more than half of
world energy consumption (and
more than a third of production).1
On average the industrialized
countries use about eight times
as much commercial energy
per person as the middle-income
developing countries and more
than 40 times as much as the
low-income countries. This is
partly because they are more
industrialized; but their agricul-
ture and households are also more
energy-intensive. They have been
reducing the ratio of energy use
to GNP: between 1973 and 1977
this ratio fell 16 percent in Japan,
13 percent in France, 12 percent in
the Federal Republic of Germany,
10 percent in both the United
States and Italy, 9 percent in
Canada and 7 percent in the United
Kingdom. Moreover, Japan and
Western Europe have held their
absolute volume of petroleum use
constant since 1973, and the United
States has done so since 1973.

1. The word "energy" means commercial
energy unless otherwise specified.

This represents considerable
progress, but it is still inadequate.
The evidence of the past six years
shows that pricing policies (includ-
ing taxes) have a major role to play
in curbing energy demand (and,
no less important, in encouraging
domestic production). But political
difficulties have often inhibited
governments from passing higher
energy prices through to final
consumers. These difficulties have
been most acute in the United
States and Canada, less so in
Europe and Japan.

Solutions need to be found that
convey the right price signals to
usersand here taxation can help
(see box)and provide incentives
to producers. If higher prices mean
that existing producers reap large

Figure 3.1 Petroleum prices,
annual averages, 1972-30
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windfalls, some of their extra
profits can be appropriated directly
for example, by a "windfall profits
tax" (the US solution) or by a
"petroleum revenue tax" (as in the
United Kingdom).

Developing countries. Ex-
cluding the capital-surplus oil
exporters, they account for only
about 13 percent of the world's
use of commercial energy (and
about 15 percent of production).
About half of all the energy pro-
duced by low-income oil-importing
countries is noncommercialfrom
wood and dung, for example. As
their economies develop, much of
this will have to be replaced by
commercial energy. Even with
appropriate pricing and other
conservation measures, the con-
sumption of commercial energy
in developing countries is pro-
jected to rise more than 80 percent
in the 1980s, compared with GNP
growth of about 70 percent. (By

contrast, energy consumption in
the industrialized countries is
projected to rise by just over 30
percent and GNP by about 40
percent.) By 1990 the developing
countries' commercial energy
requirements are likely to rise to
around 17 percent of world use
(See Table SA.2 in the statistical
appendix to Part I).

In curbing demand growth,
developing countries have experi-
enced many of the same diffi-
culties as industrialized countries
and usually more acutely.
Domestic pricesparticularly of
domestically produced energy -
often have not been raised in line
with world prices. Until recently,
domestic petroleum prices in
Indonesia, for example, were less
than 40 percent of the world price;
Egypt, Ecuador and Venezuela
have also underpriced their oil.
This is a major reason why energy
use in relation to GNP has tended

Taxes and energy
Taxation policy has played only a small
part in conserving energy in the past six
years. Although higher base prices for
energy have encouraged more econom-
ical use, their effects have been muted
because energy taxes have not risen
as much. Gasoline provides a good
example: while crude oil prices rose three
and a half times in real terms between
the beginning of 1970 and mid-1979, real
gasoline prices in the seven largest
industrialized countries rose between
3 percent (Canada) and 37 percent (Italy).
As a proportion of the final price, taxes
fell in all seven countries (see table).

The sharp rise in oil prices in 1973-74
reduced the relative importance of taxa-
tion in every kind of petroleum product;
little has been done since to restore it. In
the early and mid-1970s, the reluctance
of governments to add to inflation often
took precedence over conserving energy
by raising its price. There is now greater
emphasis on conservation (an emphasis
strongly endorsed by the major oil pro-
ducers), with higher prices having a key
role to play.

Energy taxation has two other advan-

tages. First, the revenues can be used to
mitigate the overall effects on the cost of
living (through subsidies, for example, or
increased transfer payments). Second,
taxes can be varied so as to cushion the
shock of sudden increases in oil prices.
Higher prices can be passed on in full
over a periodbut smoothly, with taxes
sometimes rising more than oil prices,
sometimes less. This could reduce un-
certainty and assist energy planning by
households and firms.

Effective rates of gasoline
taxation, 1970 and 1979

to grow much faster since 1973 in
energy exporters than in energy
importers like Brazil and South
Korea. Some countries (Brazil, India
and Pakistan, for example) have
tended to pass on higher prices to
domestic users relatively quickly;
and others are now moving in the
same direction. The alternative
subsidizes energy usethus drain-
ing budgets and discouraging
conservation.

While there is a natural reluc-
tance to inflict hardship on lower-
and middle-income groups by
raising energy prices, energy
subsidies (if essential) should be
reserved for products consumed
primarily by poorer people. Even
then, care is needed to prevent those
products from being diverted to
other uses. On grounds of equity
or efficiency, there is little justifi-
cation for subsidizing gasoline
and domestic electricity (which in
most developing countries are
consumed primarily by richer
groups), industrial fuels and
the energy used by public sector
agencies.

Production

The oil exporters. For most major
oil exporters, oil is the one reliable
source of finance for their devel-
opment over the medium term (at
least 10-20 years). Accordingly,
how much oil they produce depends
on a variety of factorssuch as
how much investment their econ-
omies can absorb productively and
without social disruption; the actual
and prospective price of oil; and
the (expected) yields on the foreign
assets that can be bought with
oil revenues.

For the capital-surplus oil ex-
porters, current revenues far exceed
immediate investment needs; their
oil exports are not expected to
expand rapidly. The other oil-
exporting developing countries are
therefore projected to increase their
share of energy trade (see Table
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Country

Gasoline tax
as percentage

of pretax price

1970 1979

Canada 82 48
France 290 180
Germany, Federal

Republic of 264 126
Italy 364 209
Japan 142 72
United Kingdom 257 47
United States 44 18



a. These imports are not allocated to country groups.

3.1). This will require increased
investment in exploration and
exploitation; yet spending on
exploration and the ratio of proven
reserves to production are declin-
ing in some countries, while the
domestic consumption of oil is
rising in all.

Both oil exporters and importers
share a common interest in ensuring
that oil price rises and supplies do
not change sharply or unpredict-
ably. Steady changes would help
investment planning and financial
management in the importing coun-
tries; and all countries stand to
gain from a stronger, more stable
world economy.

New supplies of energy. In
1974 producers and governments
may have doubted that real oil
prices would be maintained, so
there was less pressure to commit
the funds needed to develop alter-
native energy supplies. Today such
doubts have disappeared. But
considerable uncertainty remains
about the returns from developing
some potential alternatives to oil;
and energy projects take many
years to come on stream, and re-
quire large capital outlays. The
projections in Figure 3.2 (and
Table SA.3) take a positive view
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of what can be achieved; With
strong efforts to develop these
alternatives, the share of petroleum
in the world supply of primary
commercial energy could fall from
46 percent in 1930 to 38 percent
in 1990; by contrast, its share fell
by only two percentage points
between 1970 and 1980.

In addition to raising the profita-
bility of developing domestic
petroleum and other conventional
sources of energy, higher oil prices
stimulate research into new ways
of producing, converting and using
energy of all kinds. Many alterna-
tive sources are still in their tech-
nical and economic infancy, while

Figure 3.2 Actual & projected shares
in world primary energy supply,
1970-2020
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othersnotably nuclear power
face opposition on environmental
grounds. This is an important
source of uncertainty about pro-
duction prospects, particularly
over the long-term; but in the next
5-10 years production will be de-
termined mainly by projects now
in the pipeline. For technological
and financial reasons, the devel-
opment of supplies of new energy
to the stage of commercial pro-
duction is mainly a task for the
industrialized countries. How it
is achieved will also influence the
prospects for energy production
in developing countries, considered
in the rest of this section.

Developing countries' energy
production. Since 1973 several
countries (including Cameroon,
Ghana, Guatemala, Ivory Coast
and the Philippines) have started
producing petroleum; existing
producers (such as India, Malaysia
andstrikingly soMexico) have
expanded capacity. Although
exploration generally has been
inadequate, discoveries of exploit-
able oil and gas deposits have been
made (for example, in Chad, Pakistan,
Tanzania and Thailand). Several
developing countries (including
India, Turkey, South Korea and
the Philippines) have expanded
coal and lignite production; others
(among them Argentina, Brazil,
Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Uruguay
and Sri Lanka) have taken meas-
ures to increase hydroelectricity
output; a few (most notably Indo-
nesia and the Philippines) are
tapping significant geothermal
sources; and Brazil leads the world
in producing alcohol fuel for
automobiles.

In the 1980s progress should
acceleratebut will require large
increases in investment. The main
gains are likely to be in petroleum
and natural gas, coal, and primary
(other than thermal) electricity
generationmainly hydro and
nuclear. But much also needs to

-- -I -- her
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Table 3.1 Shares of net world trade in commercial energy, 1977-90
(High case)
(percent)

Estimated Projected

Country group 1977 1980 1985 1990

Share of exports

Capital-surplus oil exporters 70 64 63 65
Oil-exporting developing countries 23 28 31 33
Centrally planned economies 7 8 6 2
Total 100 100 100 100

Share of imports

Industrialized countries 79 78 77 73
Oil-importing developing countries 21 22 23 27
Total 100 100 100 100

Memo item

Volume of total net trade
(millions of barrels per day)

33.9 30.2 32.8 34.0

Of which bunkers and othera 4.6 4.6 5.8 6.5



be done to increase the supplies
of the kinds of energy that are
particularly important for poor
people.

Petroleum and natural gas.
While the oil-importing developing
countries have only about 2 percent
of the world's proven oil reserves,
their share of ultimately recover-
able oil reserves may be 15 percent.
One study (undertaken for the
World Bank) estimated that 23 of
70 countries surveyed each might
have ultimately recoverable re-
serves of at least 750 million bar-
rels. (For comparison, net imports
of oil for energy use by develop-
ing countries will amount to about
110 million barrels in 1980.) To
realize their full potential, most
countries must step up exploration
activities; the same study judged
that exploration was inadequate
in 51 of 58 countries that were
not producers.

Gas is widely spread; many
countries can significantly expand
productionboth for domestic
energy use and for petrochemicals
during the decade. A lot of gas
associated with oil production is
now wasted by venting or flaring;
much of it could be recovered.

Coal. For most developing
countries, coal is still a minor fuel
used mainly in electricity genera-
tion andin larger coal producers
(such as India, Turkey, South Korea
and Yugoslavia)in industrial ap-
plications. Coal can substitute for
oil in electricity generation, but
the potential for increased use is
limited largely to new capacity
since converting existing plants is
often uneconomic.

Primaiy electricity. Two-thirds
of the electricity generated in devel-
oping countries is used in industry
(compared with 40 percent in the
industrialized countries). Hydro-
power, currently accounting for
44 percent of electricity output, can
be greatly expanded in many devel-
oping countriesparticularly in

Latin America. Despite consider-
able geothermal potential in up to
30 developing countriesamong
them Kenya, Mexico, El Salvador,
Nicaragua and the Philippines
geothermal capacity will produce
relatively little electricity in the
1980s. But nuclear power could
produce 11 percent of the total by
1990 (2 percent in 1980)mainly
in the major existing producers
(Argentina, Brazil, India, South
Korea and Pakistan) but in other
countries as well (for example,
Romania, Thailand, Yugoslavia and
the Philippines).

Other sources. Any significant
increase in the production of oil
from tar sands in developing coun-
tries depends on a major tech-
nological breakthrough. Solar and
windpower are also unlikely

to make much of a contribution
over the next 10 years; shale oil
and methanol have rather more
potential. Alcohol produced from
biomass (cereals, sugarcane, beets
and so on) is now used as a partial
substitute for gasoline. The tech-
nology for producing it is well
established. A key question is the
extent to which agricultural land
should be diverted from food to
fuel production (see box).

Energy for the poor. The poor,
especially those in rural areas, rely
on noncommercial energy for
cooking and heating; these forms
of energy provide more than 85
percent of rural requirements in
many countries. Yet their supplies
are dwindling, thus inflicting sev-
eral sorts of hardship. Much time
is spent just in gathering fuel (for

Fuel from food
Alcohol produced from sugarcane or
grains is becoming competitive with
gasoline as real petroleum prices rise.
Conventional automobiles and trucks
can run on "gasohol," a mixture of alco-
hol and (at least 80 percent) gasoline.
With engine modifications, they could
run on pure alcohol; such engines are
already being produced in Brazil. By
1977 the estimated national ratio of alco-
hol to gasoline use in Brazil was 4.3 per-
cent; in 1979 it had risen to 19 percent,
and will rise further as more cars run on
pure alcohol.

Brazil's alcohol is still derived almost
exclusively from sugarcane, but alcohol
can be produced from a variety of crops.
Ethanol, the cheapest alternative to gaso-
line in the 1980s, comes from fermenting
sugar crops, principally sugarcane; root
crops, mainly cassava; and cereals,
especially corn and potentially sorghum.
The United States also has ambitious
plans for producing alcohol fuel, pri-
marily from corn. The US target of 2
billion gallons of ethanol by 1985 would
require 20 million tons of corn or its
equivalent, one fifth of the current US
exportable grain surplus. And other food
exporters (including Argentina, Austra-
lia, New Zealand, the Philippines and
South Africa) either have already launched

or have the potential for large "gasohol"
programs.

This development could indirectly
affect the availability and price of food
for developing countries that either im-
port grain on commercial terms or depend
on international food aid to meet their
deficits. Current plans in Brazil and the
United States envisage that the area of
cultivated land would be expanded to
grow fuel crops, so that food production
(and therefore price) is not significantly
affected. In practice these goals may not
be fully achievable.

Whether ethanol proves economic in
other countries will depend on land
availability, markets and prices for food
exports, and the development of such
alternative sources as wood, sorghum
and agricultural waste. In the next five
years or so, the quantity of agricultural
production diverted into alcohol is likely
to be small (with the exception of Brazil
and the United States). But as more
countries consider ways of reducing
petroleum import costs, the "food or
fuel" issue may become more serious.
A satisfactory solution will require a
major effort to develop alternative bio-
mass sources of energy, including crops
that can be grown economically on
marginal land.
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example, 5 to 19 work days a
month for each family in upland
Nepal); often the gatherers are
children who might otherwise be
in school. In many countries (in-
cluding the entire Sahelian belt
from Senegal to Somalia) forest
land is being turned into desert.
This pernicious process would
be (at least partially) arrested if
affordable energy were made
available. As well as this, burning
dung and vegetation carries health
risks, and every year deprives the
soil of enough fertilizer to produce
20 million tons of grainenough
to feed 100 million people.

Although there are no easy so-
lutions to these energy problems,
the essential policy initiatives
remain as described in last year's
World Development Report. Existing
forests must be husbanded, new
ones planted. Roughly 50 million
hectares (125 million acres) of
fuelwood planting may be required
by the year 2000 to meet domestic
needs for cooking and heating in
developing countries. Their pres-
ent rate of afforestation is less
than a tenth of what is needed to
ensure self-sufficiency in fuel-
wood by then. More efficient ways
of burning wood (for example, im-
proved stoves) can help; but new,
technologies need to be devised to
use the sun, the wind and other
renewable energy sources. And
better use should be made of
other traditional fuels (for ex-
ample, through biogas generation,
which does not destroy the fertilizer
value of animal wastes).

The need for energy strategies

In the developing countries, national
and regional planning is urgently
needed to evaluate fuel minerals
and other energy sources, to examine
conventional and new technologies,
and to assess the likely trends in
demand for commercial and non-
commercial energy.

But many countries do not have
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formal energy strategies and ade-
quate sector plans. Planning con-
tinues to be hampered by lack of
essential data on fuel deposits, on
consumption patterns and on how
energy demand and supply are
likely to respond to income and
price changes. Geological and
geophysical surveys and detailed
market studies are still required
before effective planning can take
place. Many countries also lack
some of the technical and mana-
gerial skills required to undertake
the preliminary studies, draw up
an energy plan and oversee the
exploitation of domestic energy
resources.

Countries facing these constraints
can benefit from external capital
and technical assistance. Although
some assistance has been provided
already (for example, by the UNDP
and the World Bank), there is
scope for considerable expansion
of these activities.

International trade

International trade has been
emphasized in previous World
Development Reports for two rea-
sons: first, trade is a principal
means of promoting economic
efficiency and growth; second, a
strong trade base tends to be a
prerequisite for attracting foreign
capital. Given the world economic
outlook, these benefits acquire
added significance; but two policy
questions stand out.

What developments in world
trade (and the resulting effects on
the distribution of payments defi-
cits) will contribute most to rapid
growth?

With a less buoyant outlook
for world trade, do developing
countries face a changed tradeoff
between producing for the foreign
or for the domestic market?

The first question turns mainly
on the policies of the industrial
and oil-exporting countries: they

are discussed first. The second
question is largely a matter for
developing countries: their poli-
cies are considered in the second
part of this section.

Trade policy for industrialized
countries

Most industrialized countries will
run current account deficits in
1980. How they respond to these
deficits will largely determine the
climate for world trade. If they all
simultaneously attempt to restrain
imports while boosting exports,
shrinking markets for each others'
exports will defeat their purpose,
and world trade and output will
sufferas happened in acute form
in the 1930s.

After the 1973-74 oil price rises,
some of the major trading nations
(especially Japan and the Federal
Republic of Germany) acted quickly
to reverse the deterioration in their
trade accounts. They were able to
do so because some industrialized
countries (notably the United
States) and most developing coun-
tries financed much larger current
account deficits, and because sur-
pluses of the major oil-exporting
countries were quickly reduced.
Avoiding an excessive slowdown
in world trade and output in the
early 1980s requires that industri-
alized countries, as a group, run
larger deficitsand for longer.

The countries best placed to run
large deficits and thereby support
growth are those with the capacity
to borrow heavily (or run down
reserves)and those with the low-
est inflation, since deflationary
policies aimed at curbing inflation
will tend to moderate demand for
imports. Industrialized countries
that restrain domestic growth to
control inflation should minimize
the effect on world trade by main-
taining their demand for imports
and avoiding beggar-thy-neighbor
support for exports. They can do
this by refraining from deliberate
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exchange-rate depreciation, by
avoiding subsidies to exporters
and by opening their markets to
imports.

Each of these policies will also
serve to dampen inflation. With-
out them, the industrialized coun-
tries will find that the developing
world cannot maintain its growth
or its demand for their exports.

The outlook for exports. The
sluggish demand from the indus-
trialized countries expected in the
early 1980s will harm developing
countries' exportsparticularly of
primary commoditiesas it did dur-
ing 1973-77. The growth of develop-
ing countries' exports decelerated
sharply in that period; their exports
of primary commodities fell after
growing at around 4 percent a year
in 1963-73 (see Figure 3.3). Even
excluding fuels, primary com-
modities account for about 55

Figure 3.3 Growth of developing
countries' merchandise exports,
1963-73 and 1973_77a
(average annual percentage change, 1970 prices)

Nonfi
primary
products

Martufac- Totaltures

IL1-

a. Excludes exports to centrally planned econ-
omies (about 7 percent of developing-country
exports in 1977(. Country groups correspond to
UN classification. Developing countries include
capital-surplus oil exporters and exclude South
Africa and most of southern Europe.

percent of the merchandise exports
of developing countries and they
have grown roughly in line with
the industrialized countries' GNP.

There is no reason to expect
this relation to change, especially
as exports of some agricultural prod-
ucts remain constrained by heavy
protection in Japan and Western
Europe. Even if demand were to
grow rapidly, the developing coun-
tries may not be able to expand the
volume of their agricultural exports
very much (because of supply
constraints), though they would
benefit considerably from higher
prices. In the short-term, most
primary producers would be
assisted by improved schemes to
stabilize revenues or prices (see
box overleaf). If the industrialized
economies begin to pick up, there
would be a recovery in demand
for primary products.

The outlook for manufactured
exports is much brighter; as in
1973-77, their growth is likely to
be comparatively robust. At pres-
ent, they account for only about
10 percent of the imports (and less
than 2 percent of the consumption)
of manufactured goods in the
industrialized countries. But they
are concentrated heavily in some
products, and therefore have at-
tracted protectionist attention. The
developing countries most directly
affected by protection have been the
more successful exporters (particu-
larly the major East Asian exporters
of manufactures and Brazil); but they
have continued to expand their ex-
ports rapidly by diversifying into
new product lines. Current restrk-
tions on items other than textiles and
clothing are not (with some minor
exceptions) an insuperable barrier to
rapid export growth.

Harder to assess (but clearly im-
portant) is the longer-term disincen-
tivefrom both current restrictions
and risks of their expansionto
countries at earlier stages of export
development. Generally, they do not

have the manufacturing and market-
ing skills required either to export a
wide range of manufactures or to
adapt quickly to changes in market
conditions.

While no new major restrictions
were imposed in the past year,
some measures were consolidated.
In some sectors (particularly
textiles and clothing) elaborate
mechanisms to control imports
have become more entrenched,
reducing the chances of their early
removal. In some industrialized
countries, imports of footwear and
some consumer electronic goods
are still subject to fairly stringent
quotas. In shipbuilding, although
substantial subsidies remain,
there has been progress recently
in cutting capacity in uncompeti-
tive countries. France and the
United Kingdom, in particular,
have taken steps to reduce general
subsidies to industry.

The Tokyo round. The latest
(Tokyo) round of multilateral trade
negotiations (MTN) was largely
completed in April 1979; it made
valuable progress in some areas
(see box on page 21); in some others,
the results were a disappointment
for the developing countries. None-
theless, the MTN agreements
have considerable potential to
liberalize trade.

The extent to which this potential
is realized, especially by develop-
ing countries, will depend on how
the agreements are implemented
and on the outcome of continuing
negotiationsthe most important
of which pertain to the safeguard
clause. This attempts to limit the
emergency protection that can be
adopted on the grounds of serious
injury to domestic industry. Safe-
guard measures have been invoked
frequently against imports from
developing countries (often out-
side the legal framework of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and
TradeGATT). The main dis-
pute holding up agreement is
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Stabilizing export earnings

Two international facilities already exist
to help stabilize the export earnings of
developing countries.

The IMF's compensatory financing
facility. A country in balance-of-pay-
ments difficulty is eligible to draw up to
100 percent of its quota, if exports fall
below a defined trend for reasons gen-
erally beyond its control. After the facil-
ity was liberalized in December 1975,
drawings by members rose sharply.
Compared with 57 drawings totaling
SDR 1.2 billion (about $1.3 billion) in
1963-75, 107 drawings totaling SDR 4 bil-
lion ($4.9 billion) were made from Janu-
ary 1976 to March 1980accounting for
nearly a third of the total credit ex-
tended by the IMF to all its members.

The scheme has several advantages:
(a) it applies to exports in generaleven
receipts from tourism and workers' re-
mittances qualify for support if data are
available; (b) drawings are not at the
expense of other rights to draw on IMP
resources; and (c) potential access is
now largeabout $16 billion for oil-
importing developing countries once the
seventh general review of quotas takes
effect. But there are disadvantages too:
because the amount a country can bor-
row is determined by its quota, it may
be relatively little for countries (such
as Zambia) that are heavily dependent
on a single commodity export with
sharply fluctuating prices. And it pro-
vides no compensation for a sharp in-
crease in import requirements (for ex-
ample, if a harvest fails)which can
be equally unpredictable and outside a
member's control. (The IMF is studying
the possibility of giving assistance to
members adversely affected by higher
costs for food imports.)

The European Community's Stabex
scheme. It covers the 58 African, Carib-
bean and Pacific (ACP) countries that
are members of the Lomé agreement;
12 primary products were covered at the
outset, 44 are eligible for support under
Lomé 2. Proposed funding for Stabex in
Lomé 2 is $775 million for 1980-85,

compared with $575 for Lomé 1.
There are some minor reforms in the

new agreement but the principles re-
main the same. To qualify for support,
a commodity must have accounted for
at least 6.5 percent (7.5 percent under
the old agreement) of a country's total
exports to all destinations in the pre-
ceding year, or 2.0 percent (2.5 percent
previously) for the 44 ACP members
that are least developed, landlocked or
islands. A Stabex transfer can be made
if export earnings of a qualifying prod-
uct fall below its average earnings over
the four preceding years by 6.5 percent
or more (2.0 percent for the 44 special
cases)down from 7.5 and 2.5 percent
under the old agreement.

Stabex transfers to the 35 least-devel-
oped countries are grants; to other
countries they are interest-free loans,
to be repaid over seven years with two
years' grace. Under Lomé 2 a related
but different facility for minerals will
also be introduced. A major advantage
for ACP countries receiving payments
is that Stabex offers "untied" foreign
exchange on concessionary terms. But
it is small, does not fully cover earnings
losses resulting from inflation, and is not
as automatic as its (complex) rules
suggest.

In addition, there is the UNCTAD
Common Fundagreed upon in princi-
ple, but with legal and technical ques-
tions still to be resolved. The original
proposal was for a fund of $6 billion
$4.5 billion to stabilize 10 "core" com-
modities, with a "second window" of
$1.5 billion for other measures (product
diversification, research and process-
ing). The idea is that a central fund
would finance buffer stocks under sep-
arate international commodity agree-
ments (ICA5), and would thereby stabi-
lize commodities prices. The current
proposal is for $400 million for buffer-
stock financing (from member govern-
ments and deposits by ICAs) and a
second window of $350 million from
voluntary contributions (by April 1980,
$170 million had been pledged).

whether safeguard measures can
be invoked selectively against
specific countriesan approach
favored by some industrialized
countries but opposed by devel-
oping countries.

If developing countries sign (and
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actively participate in) the Tokyo
agreements, they are likely to add
significantly to the benefits they
obtain from it. Under its terms,
only signatories can participate in
the implementation and surveil-
lance of the governing codes of

conduct. But most developing
countries so far have refused to
signpartly because of dissatis-
faction with the progress made
and partly because they maintain
that they should benefit from the
codes without being bound by
their provisions.

The reciprocal obligations of
developing countries are a sensi-
tive issue that will be increasingly
important in future negotiations.
in particular, the status of those
developing countries that are major
exporters of manufactures and are
reaching a more advanced stage of
development ("the graduates") is
unresolved. If their eligibility for
special treatment were reduced,
there would be more scope for the
lower-income countries to benefit.

The extent of the gains from the
MTN nevertheless depends mainly
on the industrialized countries.
Stagnation or slow growth of their
economies reduces alternative
employment opportunities for
displaced workers, and aggravates
protectionist sentiment. (There is
in fact no evidence that compe-
tition from developing countries
is a major cause of unemployment.
Several studies have shown that
a balanced increase in trade with
developing countries has insig-
nificant effects on employment in
industrialized countries, especially as
compared with the job losses due
to technological change; other
studies show employment gains
for some countries.)

In turn, protection impedes
economic recovery by slowing the
movement of resources from
low- to high-productivity sectors,
thus exacerbating inflation. And
imports can reduce inflation directly,
restraining the price rises that
domestic producers seek and
increasing the pressure on them
to improve efficiency. A 1978 survey
in the United States of all consumer
goods (except food and automo-
biles) found that imports from



Table 3.2 World merchandise trade, by country group, 1970 and 1977
(percent)

Asia and Latin America were on
average 16 percent cheaper than
domestic products of similar
quality.

Pressures for protection can be
offset by policies to improve
productivity within particular
industries and to ease the move-
ment of resources between indus-

a. Includes centrally planned economies and unallocated trade (usually about 1 percent).

tries. Policies to improve mobility
were discussed at length in last
year's World Development Report.
These include quick and adequate
compensation for affected individ-
uals, retraining schemes and the
creation of new industries, and
removing obstacles to labor mobility,
such as nontransferable pension

rights. These measures complement
efforts to raise employment and
growth and to reduce inflation.
But if adjustment policies are not
properly designed and implemented,
they can delay rather than assist
restructuring.

Trade issues for capital-surplus
oil exporters

After the 1973-74 oil price increases
the oil-exporting countries rapidly
expanded their imports-thereby
moderating the world economic
slowdown. The imports of the
capital-surplus countries are un-
likely to grow in the 1980s at the
extraordinary rate (more than 20
percent a year) of the 1970s; but
they are expected to grow almost
twice as fast as the imports of the
industrialized countries (9 percent
a year compared with 5 percent).
This will offer buoyant opportuni-
ties for exporters in developing
countries-but within limits, since
the oil-exporters' market is still
relatively small (see Table 3.2).

Multilateral trade negotiations: the Tokyo round

Several novel features are contained in
the MTN agreements, including the in-
corporation of preferential treatment for
developing countries into the legal
framework governing trade and codes on
nontariff barriers. But they largely ex-
clude existing quantitative restrictions on
textiles, clothing and agriculture.

Tariffs. Industrialized countries are to
reduce tariffs 35 percent (simple average)
over eight years, affecting trade worth
about $125 billion (1976 values). The
simple-average tariff cut on developing
countries' traditional exports would
amount to 25 percent for industrial and
7 percent for agricultural products. The
tariff reductions are less than average on
products eligible for the generalized sys-
tem of preferences; they are larger on
finished manufactures than on semi-
manufactures.

Nontariff barriers. The aims are as
follows:

S To prevent increases in protection
arising from use of arbitrarily deter-
mined customs values as a base for
tariffs.

To reduce discrimination against
foreign suppliers for government con-
tracts valued at SDR15O,000 (about
$200,000) or more.

To regulate export subsidies and,
for countervailing duties, to require
proof that subsidized imports caused
material injury to the domestic industry
in question.

To ensure that technical regulations
adopted for such reasons as health or
environmental protection do not create
unnecessary obstacles to trade.

To prevent procedures for import
licensing from constituting barriers to
trade.

Framework for conduct of trade. This
reforms several aspects of the GATT
system. Its main features are: providing a
legal basis within GATT for preferential
treatment of developing countries, and
special treatment of the least-developed
countries; increasing the regulation of
trade measures adopted for balance-of-
payments purposes; recognizing the
developing countries' need to take safe-
guard action not only for new industries

but also for modifying their production
structure; revising GATT procedures for
supervising adherence to international
rules.

Others, Antidumping measures and
restrictions on trade in dairy and certain
meat products were amended.

Provisions for developing countries. Aside
from the framework agreement, special
provisions include:

A five-year delay in implementing
the customs code, and longer exemp-
tions for certain goods.

Fewer entities to be covered by the
government procurement code; and
technical assistance for tendering bids.

Delays of up to two years in apply-
ing the import-licensing code.

Export subsidies to nonagricultural
products are not flatly prohibited; but
developing countries should avoid using
subsidies to harm the interest of trading
partners, and phase them out gradually.

Aside from the safeguards clause, the
areas of continuing negotiations are com-
mercial counterfeiting, adequate access
to vital imports and restrictions on
agricultural trade.
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Origin

Destination

Oilim porting
developing
countries

Oil_exporting
developing
countries

Capital-surplus Industrialized
oil exporters countries Worlds

1970 1977 :1970 1977 1970 1977 1970 1977 1970snd1977

Oil-importing
developing
countries 17.4 20.5 3.5 8.4 1.5 3.1 69.0 61.8 100,0

Oil-exporting
developing
countries 21.8 21.5 3.9 2.2 0.5 0.8 66.6 72.6 100.0

Capital-surplus
oil exporters 20.2 20.6 1.7 4.3 0.8 1.2 74.4 69.6 100.0

Industrialized
countries 18.2 16.4 4.7 6.7 1.5 5.6 71.0 65.7 100.0

Worlds 18.0 16.9 4.1 6.1 1.3 4.3 65.4 62.2 100.0



Migration and money
Emigration once played a crucial role in
reducing poverty in Western Europe:
about 50 million people are estimated to
have left for the "new world" in the
second half of the 19th century. Whole
families moved then, for good. Today
many of the migrants are male workers
who go abroad for a period and send
much of their earnings home. Many
of them are illegal; some of their remit-
tances go unrecorded or enter official
balance-of-payments accounts in ways
that make it hard to disentangle them
from other flows.

While estimates are imprecise, the
broad picture is clear. There were roughly
20 million migrant workers in the world
in the late 1970s, of whom 12 million
were from developing countries. Some
6 million were in the United States
(mostly Mexicans); 5 million in Western
Europe; and 3 million in the Middle East
(other main destinations include the
West African coast and the mines of
South Africa). The number in Western
Europe increased from 2 million in the
early 19605 to 6 million in the early 1970s
and then declined, but this was more
than offset by an upsurge in migration
to the oil-rich countries of the Middle
East. More than 2 million of the migrant
workers in Europe are from developing
countries (mainly Algeria, Morocco,
Tunisia, Turkey and Yugoslavia); in the
Middle East about 2 million come from

other countries of the region, most of the
other 1 million from South Asia.

Remittances to developing countries
have grown rapidly, from about $3 bil-
lion in 1970 to an estimated $17.5 billion
in 1930, with more than $3 billion going
to South Asia, about $5 billion to the
Middle East and North Africa and close
to $7 billion to Southern Europe. Remit-
tances are about a fifth as large as mer-
chandise exports in South Asia, and in
the Middle East and North Africa (ex-
cluding the capital-surplus countries).
The proportion is especially high in
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Jordan, Egypt,
Morocco and the two Yemens. Other
countries where remittances are particu-
larly important include India, Turkey,
Greece and Yugoslavia.

There has been controversy over the
net benefits to developing countries when
skilled people emigrate. The "brain
drain" represents a serious loss of man-
power for some countries, and there are
social costs as well. But governments can
often take steps to encourage vocational
education and training to meet a demand
for skillsin order to increase remit-
tances while retaining enough trained
people within their countries. In any
event, most of the objections apply less
strongly to the unskilled or semiskilled,
the majority of migrant workers; for
them, migration offers a chance of
dramatic improvement in their often
meager incomes.

The share of the oil-importing
developing countries' exports go-
ing to both the capital-surplus and
other oil-exporting developing
countries increased sharply be-
tween 1970 and 1977 (Table 3.2)
exports to each group grew at
annual rates exceeding 20 per-
cent. Some developing countries
(including South Korea and India)
have won major contracts for "turn-
key" plants and for construction
and consultancy services; these areas
offer many export opportunities.

Remittances from migrant
workers in the oil-rich states have
boosted the foreign exchange
earnings of some developing
countries considerably (see box
above). Labor shortages remain
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a significant constraint on growth
for several oil-exporting countries.
But migration raises sensitive
social and political issues for
countries of origin and destination;
if investment programs in the
capital-surplus oil exporters are
more conservative and slow growth
persists ir the industrialized coun-
tries, migration is likely to grow
less rapidly in the 1980s.

Trude policy for developing countries

Slower growth in world trade does
not change the principles that should
govern the trade policies of devel-
oping countries. Generally, the
policies that maximize benefits from
trade in good times will also maxi-
mize them in bad. But the likely

slowdown in trade poses markedly
different policy problems for oil-
exporting and oil-importing devel-
oping countries. As discussed in
World Development Report, 1979, the
main trade issue for oil exporters
is to prevent their sharply increased
foreign earnings from discouraging
growth of other exports and im-
port substitutes.

For oil-importing developing
countries, the likelihood of a diffi-
cult external environmentrising
oil prices and slower growth in
world trade and capital flowsin-
creases the urgency of taking steps
to earn and save foreign exchange
through export promotion and
import substitution. The unfavor-
able environment makes it harder
for the developing countries to
achieve rapid export growth but
makes it more important to do so.
Also of great importance are
efforts to reduce the import require-
ments of their overall growth
strategiesby some combination
of curbing nonessential imports,
shifting production toward less
import-intensive items and re-
placing more imports by domestic
production.

BALANcE BETWEEN EXPORT PROMO-

TION AND IMPORT SUBSTITUTION. Sev-

eral factors indicate caution in em-
phasizing import substitution.

Most developing countries
now have trade policies that are
heavily biased toward import sub-
stitution at the expense of exports.
These biases commonly result from
excessive reliance on quotas and
administrative controls, and indis-
criminate use of tariffs. Frequently
such policies have been intro-
duced in response to temporary
balance-of-payments crises but
then maintained for long periods.
They result in misallocated re-
sources and create a constituency
for retaining protection. Reducing
the general bias toward import
substitution should therefore con-
tinue to be of high priority.



Inward-looking policies may
prevent developing countries from
taking advantage of the consider-
able export opportunities that will
exist in the industrialized countries
even if their growth slows, and
may also retard the growth of
developing countries' trade with
each other.

World trade could recover
strongly by the mid-1980s-and

experience (particularly in the
1950s) illustrates the costs of ex-
cessive export pessimism, both in
terms of lower import capacity and
inefficiency in highly protected
industries.

Pricing and other policies
that encourage efficient export
growth encourage efficient import
substitution as well.

Emphasis on selective import

substitution can, however, help
growth. Many countries have un-
exploited opporhmities for import
substitution through the produc-
tion of energy (see pages 16-17)
and food (see box). And in
most countries-including South
Korea, for example-it played an
important role in initiating in-
dustrialiation. But South Korea,
unlike many countries, eliminated

food, farming and foreign

Before 1939 only Western Europe among
the world's regions was a net importer of
grains. Today only North America and
Oceania are not. Trade in grains has
risen from 25 million tons in the late
1930s to 181 million tons in 1979-from
4 percent of global production to 14 per-
cent. North America now accounts for
20 percent of world grain production and
80 percent of world grain trade.

The largest rise in net imports since
the early 1960s has been in the middle-
income developing countries-from 13
percent to 23 percent of their consump-
tion (see table). Of the low-income
countries, there has also been a sharp
rise in Sub-Saharan Africa. In 1980 food
and beverage imports are estimated to be
$7.7 billion in low-income countries (17
percent of their merchandise imports)
and more than $36 billion in middle-
income countries (9 percent). Historically,
a 10 percent increase in average incomes
has led to a 7 percent increase in grain
imports in developing countries.

The growth of imports has placed severe
pressure on the grain handling and dis-
tribution systems of developing coun-
tries (when domestic production is
included, their marketing and distribu-
tion capacity is today handling roughly
four times the tonnage of only 20 years
ago). In times of food shortfalls, dis-
tributional bottlenecks are often a more
important constraint than the ability to
procure ithports. Both these constraints
argue for a measure of self-sufficiency in
food but within limits: the earnings for-
gone as a result of diversion of resources
from other agricultural (or nonagricul-
tural) investment can be substantial. In-
creased food production should be part
of a broad-based effort to stimulate agri-
culture.

From 1955 to 1975 more than 150 mil-
lion hectares of new farmland were

exchange
brought into production in developing
countries (more than the acreage devoted
to cereals in the United States, Canada,
the EEC and Japan combined). But this
expansion has slowed since the mid-
1960s, and it can be expected to account
for no more than a quarter of incremental
food production in the 1980s.

Hence the importance of increasing
yields. Typical constraints include: un-
due emphasis on large-scale irrigation at
the expense of smaller projects; wasteful
use of water; inadequate support for re-
search and extension; and pricing policies
that discriminate against agriculture.
Several countries went a long way to
removing these constraints during the
1970s. India is a good example. In the
early 1970s prices to farmers were raised,
and there was increased emphasis on
small-scale irrigation and agricultural ex-
tension. Helped by good weather, these
policies contributed to record grain
crops in 1977-78 and 1978-79; in 1979-

Grain consumption and trade

80, when the country experienced one of
its worst droughts, output fell 8 to 9
percent-but the crop was still the third
largest ever (some 20 percent bigger
than in 1973-74, when there was a com-
parable drought).

Water may become a critical con-
straint in agriculture in the next 25 years.
Over the past 50 years the area under
irrigation has trebled. Costs of irrigation
have risen far more rapidly than water
charges generally; the result is inefficient
use and a lack of funds for maintaining
and operating irrigation systems. Water
wastage is immense: in many parts of the
world only 25 percent of water released
from dams is used to grow crops. Im-
proved management of water systems
would result in major increases in grain
production. But for large parts of the
world and many of the world's poorest
people, the key to greater food produc-
tion lies in a breakthrough in dryland
farming (see Chapter 4, page 37).

Excludes Albania, Cuba, Mongolia and Southern Africa (South Africa,
Lesotho and Zimbabwe).

Includes capital-surplus oil exporters and excludes Southern Europe (Greece,
Portugal, Yugoslavia, Romania and Israel).

Thailand and Argentina.
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(millions of tonnes)

Country

Average annual
consumption'

Average annual
not trade balance'

1960-63 1977-79 1960-63 1977-79or country group

United States 139.8 173.5 32.7 94.9
Canada 15.1 22.5 10.2 17.7
EEC 92.0 118.3 -21.5 -8.0
Other 50.3 83.6 -3.0 -18.5
Eastern Europe 64.3 106.5 -6.4 -12.4
USSR 119.0 217.6 7.3 -17.9
China 112.3 225.2 -4.0 -8.7
Developing countries5 254.1 427.3 -11.1 -36.0

Low-income 139.3 214.0 -5.6 -8.7
India 73.1 109.4 -4.1 -1.3

Middle-income 101.3 191.8 -12.7 -44.7
Major exporters' 13.5 21.5 7.2 17.4
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Figure 3.4 Growth of developing
countries' merchandise exports,
by destination, 197377'
(average annual percentage change, 1970 prices)

Nonfuel
primary
products

To developing countries

To industrialized
countries

Fuel Manufac- Totaltures

a. Country groups correspond to UN classifi-
cation. Developing countries include capital-
surplus oil exporters; industrialized countries
include South Africa and most of Southern
Europe.

the bias in favor of producing for
the domestic market at an early
stage of industrialization. That
resulted both in a surge of export-
led growth and in rapid and efficient
growth in production for the do-
mestic marketillustrating the
strong underlying complementari-
ties between the two.

SOME PO55ISILITIE5 FOR EXPANDING

EXPORTS. The industrialized coun-
tries' market for finished manufac-
tures offers developing countries
the biggest scope for expanding
exports. But they have opportuni-
ties for raising exports in other
areas as well.

Processed primary products.
Primary producers face more seri-
ous export constraints than coun-
tries exporting manufactures. For
many of them, processing their
primary products offers a way of
increasing the value of export

earnings. For some primary prod-
ucts, the potential gains from
increased processing can be ex-
aggerated: some stages of processing
certain commodities (for example,
nickel and bauxite) are highly
capital- or energy-intensive; others
(for example, some edible oils)
can cost less to transport in their
unprocessed form. This does not
necessarily mean that such pro-
cessing activities are unsuitable for
a developing country, but in these
cases a more careful evaluation of
the costs and benefits is required.

The decision to do more pro-
cessing, however, is seldom in the
hands of developing countries alone.
The tariff structures of industrial-
ized countries typically impose low
(or no) duties for unprocessed pri-
mary products; but in many cases
these rise progressively with the
degree of processing (often to high
levels). Unfortunately, this pro-
tects advanced stages of pro-
cessing in the importing countries
and inhibits exports of processed
products from developing coun-
tries. Another brake on processing
is that transport charges for pro-
cessed products, where set by
"conferences" of shipping firms,
may not reflect genuine differences
in the costs of carrying processed
rather than raw materials. The lo-
cation of processing activities is
also influenced by the policies of
transnational corporations.

Trade between developing
countries. Recent growth in"south-
south" trade has been robust, and
the outlook is promising. Devel-
oping countries' exports of both
manufactures and nonfuel primary
products to each other have been
growing faster than they have to
industrialized countries (see Figure
3.4). UN data (in which develop-
ing countries include capital-sur-
plus oil exporters but exclude the
semi-industrialized nations of
Southern Europe) show that trade
between developing countries ac-

counted for barely more than a
quarter of the increase in their
manufactured exports during 1963-
73, but almost half in 1973-77.

Most of such trade in manufac-
tures is from more- to less-indus-
trialized developing countries, or
between adjacent countries that
are not otherwise major exporters
of manufactures. In the compo-
sition and characteristics of the
products, south-south trade differs
significantly from developing coun-
tries' manufactured exports to
industrialized countries; in par-
ticular, it is more skill- and capital-
intensive, with a higher proportion
made up of engineering and them-
ical items (see Table 3.3). Trade in
capital goods, including turnkey
plants, is expanding very rapidly;
but its value is still small.

Regional integration schemes
offer a means for expanding south-
south trade, but experience has
been mixed. They often lead to

Table 3.3 Product composition
of developing countries' mer-
chandise exports to industrialized
countries and other developing
countries, 1977"
(percent)

Machinery
and

UN classification (South Africa and
most of Southern Europe are included in
industrialized countries).

Includes capital-surplus oil exporters.
About 80 percent for electronics and

electrical machinery; much lower shares
for other products.

transport
equipment 19.9 30.2 53.5'

Textiles 10.2 16.3 48.4
Clothing 23.1 6.2 85.3
Chemicals 7.4 11.6 50.3
Iron

and steel 3.0 5.1 49.6
Other manu-

factures 36.4 30.6 67.2

Total 100.0 100.0 62.4

S hare of
product
group

To going to
indus- To indus-

trialized developing trialized
Product group countries countries countries
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inward-looking policies, with high
protection and low overall trade
growth. But they could play a big-
ger role if properly designed and
implemented. One promising
avenue for improving the bene-
fits from regional cooperation is
to coordinate large-scale invest-
ments to avoid excess capacity (as
members of ASEANthe Asso-
ciation of South-East Asian Nations
have begun to do). But the main
vehicle for expanding south-south
trade is more likely to be those
general policies that liberalize de-
veloping countries' import regimes
and strengthen their export capa-
bilities (for example, by expanding
export credit and insurance facilities).

Capital flows

The links between the growth
projected for developing countries
and the capital flows required to
sustain it received close attention
in Chapter 2. The projected capital
inflow to developing countries
reflects judgments both about the
availability of finance and the
amounts the countries will want
to borrow. But the flows that in
fact materialize will be determined
by savings and investment behavior
in the industrialized countries and
the capital-surplus oil exporters
and specifically on how much of
their saving they choose to invest
in the developing world.

This choice cannot be forecast
with precision. The High case
described in Chapter 2 requires
aid and commercial capital from
industrialized countries totaling
about 0.5 percent of their GNP in
1990. By historical standards, this
is not a large amount: it was 0.3
percent of their GNP in 1970 and
still about 0.5 percent in 1975.

It implies, however, a substantial
turnaround from 1930, when the
industrialized countries themselves
are likely to have a net inflow of
capital (before official transfers)

of about 0.5 percent of GNPthe
counterpart of their current account
deficit. Moreover, by 1990 much
of the projected net capital inflow
to developing countries would be
needed to meet interest payments
on loans. The share of gross lending
that is available for buying imports
and adding to reserves would fall
sharply during the 1980s (see
Figure 3.5).

Clearly, the uncertainties in
these projections are high. Consid-
erably more resources could be
available to developing countries
over the decade, and the result
could be more growth. But it looks
as though their capital inflow will
be relatively modest in the 1980s,
because of constraints both on
their capacity to borrow and on the
supply of funds.

Fcctors cifjecting borrowing decisions

In general, the oil exporters face
few financial constraints on their
growth. Their major challenge
(especially if the real price of oil
continues to rise throughout the
1980s) is to use their oil revenues
efficiently and not to exceed their
capacity for absorbing investment.
If they succeed, they will not need
much foreign capital over the
next five years or so. For major
borrowers (such as Algeria or
Mexico) this means that debt-
service ratios will tend to decline
despite strong economic growth.

Later in the decade, however,
their position will change. The
initial surge of revenues from the
oil price rises of 1979-30 will have
been digested; their ability to absorb
more foreign investment produc-
tively will have risen. With oil
providing them with a strong credit
standing, the oil exporters could
choose to finance further rapid
growth by more foreign borrowing.

The position of the oil-importing
developing countries is altogether
different. In 1978 net oil imports
(for energy uses) cost them $30

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

Figure 3.5 Developing countries'
use of borrowed funds, 1970-90
(High case)
(percenhigr shares) Gross

medium-
nd Ioog

(9 billion)

billion; in 1980 the same amount
of imports would cost them about
$65 billion. Their potential financing
gap is widened further by slow
growth in the industrialized
countries, as a result of which their
exports in 1980 could be about $6
billion lower than they might
otherwise have been. In the short-
term this means they will run
higher current account deficits than
in earlier years for any given rate
of growth.

In these circumstances the
policy options of the low-income
oil importers are limited. They can-
not borrow much capital on com-
mercial terms, nor would it be
prudent to do so. Their growth
rates depend essentially on three
factors: their own efforts to raise
investment and saving; the avail-
ability of concessional finance; and
how efficiently they use domestic
and foreign resources. Without
much more aid (beyond the
increases currently projected),
GNP per person in these countries
is unlikely to grow faster than
1.7 percent a year in the first half
of the 1980s.

The hardest decisions lie with
the middle-income oil importers,
for whom prudence will have to
remain the watchword. In the
short-term (perhaps until the end
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of 1981), they can resort to the
temporary expedients of com-
pressing imports and running
down inventoriesand in some
cases using foreign exchange
reserves (which were boosted by
heavy borrowing in 1977-78).
These measures will not prevent
external deficits from rising, so
more finance will be needed to
maintain growth, even at the
comparatively low rates of 1977-80.

But these countries may find
their options increasingly restricted
by a key constrainttheir credit-
worthiness for larger and larger
amounts of borrowing on com-
mercial terms. This means not only
creditworthiness as perceived by
lenders, who may be willing to
continue to lend to countries that
have demonstrated an ability to
manage their debt. Developing
countries themselves must deter-
mine how much they will benefit
from continued heavy commercial
borrowingallowing for their
existing levels of debt and debt-
servicing obligations, their uncer-
tain export prospects and the likely
return on additional investment.
Some countries have already run
into debt-servicing difficulties.
In the absence of more official
finance, the wise policy for some
oil importers may be to borrow
less and accept slower growth
in the near term, while current
account deficits are reduced and
debt-servicing capacity and credit-
worthiness are strengthened.

Countries that can finance higher
deficits and more rapid growth will
also have to take steps to restruc-
ture their domestic economies and
their external payments. They, too,
will be faced with the need to raise
exports rapidly, to use imports
efficiently, to control domestic
expenditure and inflation and to
invest productively so that their
debt-servicing ability and credit-
worthiness will not be impaired.
A lesson that has been learned
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from the 1970s is that foreign
capitalespecially on commercial
termscannot substitute for struc-
tural adjustment but can ease it.

The outlook for capital vilability

To meet their needs in the 1980s,
developing countries will seek
finance from private sources
(mainly commercial banks, but also
bonds and direct investment) and
from official sources, both on
concessional and on market terms.

OUTLOOK FOR CAPITAL FROM COM-

MERcIAL BANKS. Despite the in-
creased liquidity of the international
banking system, arising from the
surpluses of the capital-surplus oil
exporters, developing countries wifi
find it harder to maintain rapid
growth in borrowing in the 1980s
than they did in the 1970s. Apart
from the considerations of credit-
worthiness already discussed, they
can expect greater competition for
funds and direct constraints on
bank lending. These factors are
likely to affect borrowing more in
the next few years than over the
whole of the decade.

Increased competition.
Developments in the 1970s have
highlighted the need for heavy
investment in the industrial econ-
omies, to overcome structural
weaknesses. The increased cost of
energy provides a strong incentive
for governments to stimulate both
public and private investment in
energy programs. Investment is
thus unlikely to be compressed much
further, even in the short-term
when demand will be depressed.
Unless savings rates rise sharply,
the industrialized countries are not
likely to eliminate their current
account deficits as rapidly as they
did in 1974-78especially as the
real price of oil is expected to rise
further in the 1980s.

Borrowing by industrialized
nations is therefore likely to take
a larger share of the surpluses of

the capital surplus oil exporters
than in previous years. In addition,
the European centrally planned
economies are likely to increase
their demands on the capital mar-
ket. They have been substantial
borrowers in the past and (apart
from the USSR) are net importers
of energy with large debts to service.
Finally, China seems poised to enter
the market to finance ambitious
modernization; over the decade
China could become a sizable
borrower.

While developing countries will
therefore face more competition
for loans in the 1980s, this does
not mean that net lending to them
will not increase. But the pace will
be slower than in the past, and they
will probably pay higher spreads
(the margin over interbank deposit
rates) than they have done in recent
years. Interest rates themselves are
likely to be higher as wellbecause
of competing demands for funds,
and because of restrictive monetary
policies (in the next few years, at
least) in industrialized countries.

From 1976 to 1978 the relative
ease of monetary policy (especially
in the United States) helped to
boost international liquidity and
thus facilitate the rapid expansion of
commercial lending. The current
stance of monetary authorities
suggests that the 1980s will see
tighter monetary policy to combat
domestic inflation. But the dramatic
fluctuations in interest rates over
the past year underline the potential
for error in this kind of prediction.

Constraints on banks. The
two previous World Development
Reports have noted the potential
constraints on commercial bank
lending to developing countries
that arise from portfolio concen-
tration, higher debt-equity ratios
and the associated concern of bank
regulators. The danger to devel-
oping countries is not that banks
will stop lending to them; rather
that lending growth will slow be-



cause individual banks or bank-
ing groups may have to restrain
their lending-and it will take time
for new lenders to expand their
activities.

The main factors behind these
constraints still exist and may have
become more acute. The rapid
growth in lending by the main
money center banks in the United
States, the Federal Republic of
Germany and Japan has meant that
their capital base (shareholders'
equity plus retained earnings) has
failed to keep pace with lending.
For the major US banks at least,
how much they can lend in the
future will be affected by how fast
they can expand their capital. But
this is difficult in a world of low
spreads, high inflation (which in-
creases loans and deposits relative
to capital) and low prices for bank
stocks. Second-tier banks that are
comparatively underlent relative
to their capital will probably ex-
pand their international lending.
But because these banks are smaller,
less experienced and probably more
risk-averse than the large inter-
national lenders, developing
countries are likely to pay more
for their services.

In addition, some banks may
wish to limit their exposure in some
countries, since lending has been
very concentrated (see Table 3.4).
Regulatory agencies reinforce this
caution: they have become increas-
ingly concerned that foreign lending
should not pose a threat to domes-
tic banking systems. The effect of
regulatory constraints on lending
is not certain; it depends on the
attitudes of regulators. In the past,
banks have been free to interpret
quite liberally the guidelines
within which they operate. There
have been moves to tighten con-
trol of international lending (for
example, banks are increasingly
having to report foreign and do-
mestic operations on a consolidated
basis); but the monetary author-

ities of many countries as well
as the Bank for International
Settlements are concerned to avoid
undue constraints.

While these factors may cause
lending to developing countries
to grow more slowly, banks could
be encouraged to lend more if
spreads (between deposit and lend-
ing rates) widen. These spreads
have a major influence on the
profitability of lending; they have
narrowed considerably since 1976
(see Table 3.5), but this trend
seems to have been arrested in
1950. Since 1977 spreads have not
been a major element in the cost

Table 3.5 Average spreads over LIBOR for external
borrowing, 1974_79a

Source: Bank for International Settlements and US Federal Reserve Board.
Rankings according to outstanding claims on June 30, 1979.
Excludes offshore banking centers-Bahamas, Barbados, Bahrain, Bermuda, Cayman

Islands, Hong Kong, Lebanon, Liberia, Netherlands Overseas Territories, New Hebrides,
Panama, Singapore and West Indies.

of borrowing; at current levels of
both spreads and interest rates,
the latter should have more effect
on the developing countries' will-
ingness to borrow.

OUTLOOK FOR OTHER FORMS OF

PRIVATE FINANCE. Both bonds
and private direct investment
offer some alternative to bank
lending, though their main impact
will be felt in the longer term.

The bond market. Develop-
ing countries made few inter-
national bond issues before the
end of 1975, when outstanding
external bonds of 96 developing

LIBOR is the London interbank offered rate, the rate charged by banks in London for
dealings with each other.

Spreads reflect the credit standing of the borrower as well as market costs. This explains
the very low difference in 1975.

Calculated as an annual average from monthly averages for the Eurodollar bid (deposit)
rate plus one-eighth of a percent.
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Table 3.4 Commercial bank claims on developing countries, 1976-79

Country'
or group

Percentage composition
of amounts outstanding'

1976 1977 1978 June 1979

Brazil 16.7 16.6 16.2 16.1
Mexico 16.2 13.4 11.4 11.7
Venezuela 6.2 6.0 6.9 7.5
Spain 6.6 7.6 6.5 6.5
Argentina 3.0 3.2 3.4 4.8
Subtotal, 5 largest borrowers 48.7 46.8 44.4 46.6

Next 5 borrowers 17.4 18.7 18.8 18.0

Next 10 borrowers 20.4 19.6 19.9 19.2

All others 13.5 14.9 16.9 16.2

All developing countries 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Amount (billions of dollars) 110.5 151.1 203.9 221.5

(percentage points)

Item 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

All developing countries 1.13 1.65 1.72 1.55 1.20 0.87
Typical industrialized

country (France)b 0.58 1.42 1.09 0.92 0.63 0.36

Difference 0.55 0.26 0.63 0.63 0.57 0.51

Memo item

LIBOR rate' 11.32 7.74 6.26 6.54 9.48 12.12



countries totaled an estimated
$5.5 billion. (By comparison, the
World Bank alone then had out-
standing bond issues of $12 bil-
lion.) And only a handful of
(mafrily higher-income) develop-
ing countries had tapped the bond
market: Israel accounted for 40
percent of outstanding bonds,
while Argentina, Mexico and
Spain together contributed a fur-
ther 35 percent.

Issues by developing countries
increased rapidly after 1975 (see
Figure 3.6). They totaled $6.0 bil-
lion in 1978, of which $5.9 billion
was the debt of middle-income
countries. But their share of a
slow-growing (if turbulent) market
for international issues turned down
sharply in 1979, to $3.9 billion
(compared with issues by the in-
ternational organizations of $8.3
billion).

Over time, bond issues should
become more important as a source
of funds for developing countries.
But the bond market is a con-
servative one in which investor
acceptance is acquired only slowly;
borrowers must approach the
market cautiously until they es-
tablish sound reputations. This
suggests that in the foreseeable
future bonds will not substitute
to any great extent for commercial
bank lending.

This conclusion is reinforced by
the regulations imposed on bond
transactions in many countries.
These regulations do not dis-
criminate among borrowers; they
are intended to protect national
investors and currencies. But their
effect is to favor established
borrowers and to make markets
inaccessible for inexperienced
borrowers. For example, the Se-
curities and Exchange Commis-
sion imposes strict disclosure
requirements on public offerings
in the US bond market that new
borrowers often find difficult to
satisfy. The United States and
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Figure 3.6 International
bond issues, 1972-79
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most European countries restrict
the foreign bond portfolios of some
types of institutional investor.
And in practice a foreign borrower
must make a successful public
offering in another foreign bond
market before it can enter the
Japanese market. Governments and
regulatory agencies could help de-
veloping countries by improving
their access to bond markets, but
quick results cannot be expected.

Direct foreign investment.
Direct investment could provide
more capital to developing coun-
tries, with the capital-surplus oil
exporters playing an increasingly
important role. But in the short-
term its potential is limited
partly because many projects take
so long to come on stream, but
also because developing countries
are often concerned about foreign
ownership and influence in their
economies. Because the risks are
high, the foreign investor typical-
ly requires high returns on capital
(and in some cases substantial
control of the enterprise). Any
major increase in direct invest-
ment is likely to need greater
agreement between governments
about the role of transnational cor-
porations. Barring that, direct
investment over the next 5 to 10
years would probably grow at only
about 3 percent a year in real terms.

OUTLOOK FOR OFFICIAL CAPITAL.

Given this relatively uncertain out-
look for private capital flows, official
agencies will have to help secure
the financing needs of the develop-
ing countries (especially the low-
income oil importers), as they did
in 1974. Finance from the cen-
trally planned economies is mod-
est and probably will remain so.
Official capital from the indus-
trialized countries and the capital-
surplus oil exporterstogether with
the international financial institu-
tions they supportwill effectively
determine the capital inflow to low-
income countries and will supple-
ment the middle-income countries'
private borrowing.

Prospects for concessional
assistance. The aid projections
that underlie the High case are
shown in Table 3.6. They show
aid from DAC donors reaching no
more than 0.36 percent of projected
GNP in 1985 and 1990. Measured
against the target (0.7 percent of
GNP) established by the United
Nations for the Second Develop-
ment Decade, the performance of
DAC donors has been most dis-
appointing. Real growth from 1965
to 1979 averaged only 1.5 percent a
year. Excluding countries that have
already reached the UN target
(Denmark, Netherlands, Norway
and Sweden), the aid performance
of most of the remaining 13 DAC
members deteriorated from 1975
to 1979. There is little assurance
of significant progress in response
to the Brandt Commission's call for
rapid growth in aid, and the evident
needs of developing countries.

Recent actions give cause for
concern. The aid cuts announced
by the British Government could
.cause their aid to fall to 0.38 per-
cent of GNP by 1985, from the
0.48 percent average for 1977-79.
Aid bills continue to face difficulties
in the US Congress, suggesting that
support from the biggest donor is
likely to remain the lowest, relative

1972 74 76 78 79



to GNP, of all large industrial na-
tions. Some countries, such as
Japan and the Federal Republic of
Germany, have indicated their
intent to continue their recent im-
provements in aid flows. Never-
theless, achievement of the projected
overall increase (a tripling of aid
in nominal terms, or 4 percent real
growth throughout the decade) is
far from certain; it depends on
strong growth in industrialized
countries as well as on main-
tenance of their aid shares.

Economic difficulties in the
industrialized countries are an
importantbut not a sufficient
reason to explain their lack of sup-
port for aid. Most governments
simply have not found it expedient
to expand foreign assistance while
restricting domestic spending. The
failure even to maintain the share
of aid in GNP will have serious
long-term economic and political
consequences for the developing
countriesparticularly for the poor-
est among them. The inadequate
provision for development aid
contrasts starkly with the sums
devoted by all countries to mili-
tary expenditures (see box).

Close examination suggests,
however, that political factors will
inhibit a rapid redistribution of
concessional aid. France and the
United States, in particular, main-
tain strong political ties with some

Table 3.6 Aid flows to developing countries and

higher-income aid recipients. None-
theless, there is an extremely strong
case for donors to provide at least
50 percent of their aid to low-
income countries; this redistribu-
tion is built into the capital-flow
projections underlying the High
case in Chapter 2. If it fails to
take place, total aid flows from
DAC members will have to be
very much higher ($85-90 billion
in 1990 rather than the projected
$69 billion) to achieve the pro-
jected bilateral flow to the low-
income nations.

Official capital on market
terms. The other major source of
funds for developing countries is
official capital on nonconces-
sional terms (that is, with a grant
element of less than 25 percent);
this is provided principally through
official export credits, government-
to-government lending, the World
Bank and the regional banks and
the International Monetary Fund.
While it offers limited support for
the low-income countries, for
middle-income countries it has
been and could remain a very
important supplement to private
capital.

Prospective aid from OPEC
members is also uncertain. The
Arab countries that are the major
donors have been generous in
their support of developing coun-
tries in the past. In the peak year,

Preliminary figures.
Reporting by DAC members has changed to a uniform system (see the technical notes

for Table 16 of the World Development Indicators). Under the old system of reporting, the
1975 figure was $13.6 billion, the 1978 figure $18.3 billion.

Includes OECD countries that are not members of DAC.

1975, the oil producers together
gave 2.7 percent of their GNP as
aid, while the major Arab donors
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar
and the United Arab Emirates
gave proportionately much more
(a range of 5 to 15 percent of their
GNP). By 1978, however, aid in
real terms was only about 60 per-
cent of what it had been in 1975;
estimates for 1979 indicate a further
real decline.

The increase in oil revenues
should permit a substantial in-
crease in the oil producers' aid in
1980 and beyond. OPEC donors
have not yet agreed to boost sub-
stantially their aid through multi-
lateral channels; much therefore
depends on the expansion of the
national programs of the major
bilateral donorsthe four men-
tioned above, plus Iraq and Libya.
Iraq has become the third largest
OPEC donor in absolute terms,
partly because of its interest-free
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Military spending
Although data are imprecise and esti-
mates vary widely, one estimate puts
global military expenditure at more
than $400 billion in 1977. The propor-
tions of GNP that industrialized and
developing countries devoted to it were
rather similar (see table). For indus-
trialized countries, the outlay on arms
was 17 times higher than that on aid.
And for developing countries, it was
one-and-a-half times more than on
education and health combined.

Public expenditures on defense,
aid, health and education, 1977
(percentage of GNP)

Educa-
Country group Defense Aid Health lion

Industrialized
countriesa 5.6 0.33 3.0 5.9

Developing
countrie&' 5.9 n.a. 1.0 2.7

a. Include centrally planned economies.
b. Include centrally planned economies
and capital-surplus oil-exporters.
Source: World Military Expenditures and
Arms Transfers 1968-77 (US ACDA)

multilateral institutions, 1975-90
(billions of dollars)

(High case)

Country group 1975 1978 7979a 1980 1985 1990

DACh 13.8 20.0 22.3 25 44 69
(As percentage of GNP) (.36) (.35) (.34) (.36) (.36) (.35)

OPEC 5.5 4.3 4.7 5 10 15
(As percentage of GNP) (2.71) (1.35) (1.28) (n.a.) (n.a.) (na.)

Centrally planned economies
and otherc 0.6 1.1 1.0 1 2 2

Total 19.9 25.4 28.0 31 56 86



loans to poorer countries to com-
pensate them for higher oil prices.

Improving aid to benefit the
poorest. To maintain energy im-
ports at their 1978 levels, the
poorest oil-importing countries
need extra aid of about $2.2 bil-
lion in 1980 (for 36 low-income
countries). This could be provided
by increasing aid from DAC and
OPEC donors by only 8 percent.
Yet even this additional aid will
not be made available without
strong efforts; and it would not
compensate for the losses in trade
and aid from the slowdown in
world growth.

Besides expanding aid, donors
should redistribute it toward the
poorest nations. Some donors
send a comparatively high pro-
portion of their aid to the middle-
income countries. In 1978 DAC
donors distributed 38 percent of
their bilateral aid to low-income
countries (see Table 3.7) and 52
percent to middle-income coun-
tries (data on the country distri-
bution of the remaining 10 percent
are unavailable). Although only
seven DAC donors currently give
less than 55 percent of their bi-
lateral aid to low-income countries,
this group includes the four largest
donorsFrance, the Federal Re-
public of Germany, Japan and the
United States. Bilateral aid to the
low-income countries from OPEC
donors has fallen since 1976 and
there is scope for redistribution.
Flows from multilateral institu-
tions, by contrast, are concentrated
more on the poorest countries.

Official export credits are diffi-
cult to separate statistically from
associated officially supported
private flows. Together, however,
they have grown rapidly over the
past two decades; in 1978 net
disbursements from DAC members
to developing countries were more
than $13 billion (exceeding net
bilateral aid from the DAC coun-
tries for the first time, and con-
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Table 3.7 Distribution of DAC donors' bilateral official development
assistance, 1970-78

siderably above private direct
investment of $11 billion). Con-
tinuing growth is likely, but the
limitations on what is financed by
official export credits (usually,
only specified capital goods) re-
strict their ability to compensate
for slow growth of other capital.

Government - to - government
lending affords a more direct means
of assisting developing countries.
The greatest potential seems to lie
with OPEC governments, which
provided $2.5 billion a year in
1975-76 (mainly on market terms
to low-income countries) compared
with their aid of $5.5 billion a year.
Current and projected surpluses
of the capital-surplus oil exporters
could support a much larger volume
of such lending.

The role of multilateral insti-
tutions. While the machinery
exists to assist developing
countries in the difficult times
ahead, the international agencies
are hampered by a shortage of
resources, especially to finance
longer-term adjustment. Most of
their proposed major capital
increases and replenishments
have run into authorization or
appropriation delays.

The Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank's capital increase
(agreed to in 1979) was to sustain
nominal lending growth of about
14 percent a year, but legislative
ratification has been delayed. The
Asian Development Bank's cur-
rent replenishment period extends
to 1982, during which time both
concessional and nonconcessional
lending in nominal terms are

expected to grow 12 percent a year.
The African Development Bank,
despite the expansion of resources
resulting from the admission of
nonregional members in 1980, will
be similarly constrained. The aid
program of the European Com-
munity under the Second Lomé
Convention, and the United
Nations Development Program
will increase at a somewhat slower
rate.

Higher inflation will erode the
real value of capital increases
and replenishments. The capital
increase for the World Bank was
intended to support 5-6 years of
lending growing at a nominal
rate of 12 percent a year with an
implied inflation of 7 percent a
year (at present, that inflation rate
looks a distinct underestimate).
The sixth replenishment of IDA (a
proposed $12 billion) was planned
to provide for an annual real
increase in loan commitments of
5 percent for fiscal years 1981-83
(July-June). Again, however, the
real resource flow will be eroded
by inflation.

Against this backdrop, the Board
of the World Bank has accepted a
proposal that will provide loans to
support developing countries'
structural adjustment programs.
But agreement has not yet been
reached that these loans will
be in addition to the previously
planned lending programs. Over
the decade, unless the international
agencies get more funds, they will
only be able to reallocate funds
already earmarked (and allowed
for in the High-case projections

Percentage shares

Country group 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978

Low-income countries 47 44 38 35 38
Middle-income countries 44 46 51 56 52
Unallocated by country 9 10 11 9 10

Total 100 100 100 100 100



in Chapter 2). Ways of increasing
their lending capacity should be
considered, within the constraints
of the capital available to them
from the industrialized countries.

The IMF. The seventh quota
increase is expected to become
effective in 1950, raising the quotas
of the oil-importing developing
countries to around $16 billion.
And in response to members'
needs for financial assistance to
ease their current adjustment
problems, the Fund is studying
initiatives designed to raise the
amount of finance it offers; to
extend credit for longer periods;

and to emphasize its role as a
supplier of finance. The maturity
of loans under an extended arrange-
ment has already been lengthened
from S to 10 years to encourage a
smooth transition to lower deficits.
For countries that have severe
deficits the IMF has been willing,
in some instances, to provide
financial support amounting to six
times their quotas.

Iviore multilateral finance is needed

From 1970 to 1978 multilateral
flows on nonconcessional terms
grew 11 percent a year in real
terms (concessional flows grew 12

percent). On present plans, they
are likely to grow at less than
half these rates between now and
1990. But there remains a dear need
for additional resources to allow
the developing countries to adjust
to changed external conditions and
at the same time maintain acceptable
growth. Without such resources,
the chances of successful adjustment
in 1980-85 will be much reduced;
consequently, the recovery pro-
jected for 1955 -90 would be weak-
ened and longer-term develop-
ment goals jeopardized.
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